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Abstract—The power grid is a critical infrastructure that must
be protected against potential threats. While modern technologies
at the center of the ongoing smart grid evolution increase its opera-
tional efficiency, they also make it more susceptible to malicious at-
tacks such as false data injection to electronic monitoring systems.
This paper presents a game-theoretic approach to smart grid secu-
rity by combining quantitative risk management techniques with
decision making on protective measures. The consequences of data
injection attacks are quantified using a risk assessment process
where the well-known conditional value-at-risk (CVaR) measure
provides an estimate of the defender’s loss due to load shed in sim-
ulated scenarios. The calculated risks are then incorporated into a
stochastic security game model as input parameters. The decisions
on defensive measures are obtained by solving the game using dy-
namic programming techniques which take into account resource
constraints. Thus, the formulated security game provides an ana-
lytical framework for choosing the best response strategies against
attackers and minimizing potential risks. The theoretical results
obtained are demonstrated through numerical examples. Simula-
tion results show that different risk measures lead to different de-
fense strategies, but the CVaR measure prioritizes high-loss tail
events.

Index Terms—Automatic generation control, cyber-physical
system security, security games, smart grid.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE power grid, on which most economic activities rely,
is a critical infrastructure that must be protected against

potential threats. As it evolves to a “smart grid” with better effi-
ciency, however, the concerns increase due to emergence of new
attack vectors exploiting increasing system complexity. While
security (against malicious attacks) is an important issue for grid
operators, real-world constraints such as resource limitations
necessarily force adoption of a risk management approach to the
problem rather than complete elimination of all potential threats.
Protective measures are usually taken based on a cost-benefit
analysis balancing available defensive resources with perceived
security risks.
This paper investigates the important class of false data in-

jection attacks to smart grids which directly affect the operation
of automatic generation control systems and potentially lead to
blackouts. The problem is formulated first as one of quantitative
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risk management using the well-known conditional value-at-
risk (CVaR) measure, which in turn provides the input to a
stochastic (Markov) security game formulation. The resulting
game analysis helps smart grid operators tomake informed deci-
sions on their security strategies while taking into account their
resource constraints. Although the paper focuses on a certain
type of attack and subsystem, the approach can be applied to
similar security problems in smart grid, and hence, can be ex-
tended to develop the foundation of a systematic framework for
smart grid security.
Security risk analysis can be defined as “the process of iden-

tifying the risks to system security and determining the like-
lihood of occurrence, the resulting impact, and the additional
safeguards that mitigate this impact” [1]. A simple but elegant
definition of risk is “the probability and magnitude of a loss,
disaster, or other undesirable event” [2]. The expected short-
fall or CVaR measure is used extensively for financial risk man-
agement. Most smart grid standards and guidelines, e.g., IEC
62351-1, NISTIR 7628, identify risk assessment as a critical
part of a security framework. For instance, the Australian Gov-
ernment advocates the use of the Australian and New Zealand
Standard for Risk Management (AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009) by
owners and operators of critical infrastructure. However, the
standard ISO 31000:2009 is “not mathematically based”, and
has “little to say about probability, data, and models” [3].
Security games provide an analytical framework for mod-

elling the interaction between malicious attackers who aim to
compromise a smart grid, and operators defending it. The rich
mathematical basis provided by the field of game theory facil-
itates formalizing the strategic struggle between attackers and
defenders for the control of the smart grid [4]. Using the risk
framework and some of the concepts of earlier studies [5], [6],
this work applies game theory to the modelling of attacks on
and defenses for the critical power system component, auto-
matic generation control (AGC).
The main contributions of this paper include
• assessment and identification of risks faced by the AGC,
which constitute an important part of a smart grid, due to
false data injection attacks;

• quantifying risks faced by the AGC using the CVaR mea-
sure, in terms of potential blackouts caused by attacks;

• a stochastic (Markov) security game formulation for anal-
ysis of best defensive actions building upon the risk anal-
ysis conducted and under resource limitations;

• a numerical study illustrating the framework developed,
and demonstrating the dependence of the optimal strategy
on the employed risk measure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II dis-
cusses related work. Section III states the problem of assessing
the cyber-security risks in AGC. Section IV presents our game
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and risk model. In Section V, we specify an informal threat
model; we also discuss attack and defense actions under this
threat model. In Section VI, we apply the game and risk model
to automatic generation control, and present our simulation re-
sults. Section VII concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

As a complex system, smart grid presents a number of secu-
rity challenges. Due to the infancy of the discipline, a substantial
research effort is dedicated to exploring cyber-attacks and their
effects on power system components.
The most relevant attacks targeting smart grid are either de-

nial-of-service attacks [7], [8] or false data injection attacks
(data integrity attacks) [9]–[16]. The attacked systems can be
classified as
• remote terminal units and intelligent electronic devices
acting as sensors feeding measurements such as voltage
phasors [11], [13], [16], power [12], frequency [15], to
critical power system components;

• communication networks [7], [8]; and
• critical power system components such as FACTS devices
[13], the load-frequency control or automatic generation
control system [9], [10].

Risk assessment is an important research imperative in smart
grid security. We note that some authors erroneously refer to
risk assessment as vulnerability assessment, which is a different
concept [1]. Attack trees or attack graphs is a common starting
point for most of the work in this area. An attack tree repre-
sents attacks against a system in a tree structure, with the goal
as the root node and different ways of achieving that goal as
leaf nodes. Ten et al. [17] propose a framework based on attack
trees for evaluating system security. They focus on attacks origi-
nating from substations connecting to the control center through
a virtual private network. They limit cyber-intrusions to firewall
penetration and password cracking, singling out password poli-
cies and port auditing as the two most important security mea-
sures—these assumptions are used in other work by the same
research team [18], [19]. Liu et al. [20] take an attack tree as
input, and assign a “difficulty level” to each action on the tree
using Analytic Hierarchy Process. Their methodology produces
a vulnerability factor, an artificial measure of the success prob-
ability of an attack. Analytic Hierarchy Process is a decision
making methodology that is often applied to risk management,
but it relies on subjective scoring and it does not satisfy several
statistical axioms (e.g., transitivity) [2]. In comparison, only em-
pirical evidence is used in this work.
The limitations of attack trees are widely recognized.

Sommestad et al. [21] propose defense graphs as an alternative
to attack graphs, to take into account the countermeasures
already in place within a system. They model defense graphs
using influence diagrams, which are essentially Bayesian
networks enhanced with indicators that express beliefs on
likelihood values. The output of their assessment methodology
is the expected loss associated with a successful attack. Hahn
et al. [22] propose privilege graphs to model the privilege
states in a system and the paths exploitable by an attacker.
The essence of their proposal is an algorithm for computing an
exposure metric, that takes into account 1) the number of attack
paths through the security mechanisms protecting a target asset,

and 2) the path length representing the effort required to exploit
a path.
Ten et al. [18] model attacks using stochastic Petri Nets,

which encapsulate the probability and risk of attacks. Sridhar et
al. [19] use stochastic Petri Nets to model computers, firewalls
and intrusion protection systems. To assess the steady-state im-
pact of attacks on the power system itself, they present the im-
pact study of coordinated attack scenarios, where coordination
is in the sense of targeting multiple power system components
simultaneously. Like [19], our work involves detailed model-
ling and simulation of attacks on a power system component,
which in our case is the AGC system.
Game theory provides the basis for generalizing decision

making methods such as Markov decision processes [23] and
stochastic control/programming [24] to a multiagent setting.
Chen et al. [7] use two-player zero-sum static games between
a so-called intentional attacker and a fusion-based defender
to compute the equilibrium network robustness corresponding
to the minimax strategies. Our previous work [15], [16] use
two-player zero-sum stochastic games for assessing security
risks and optimal defenses for the smart grid. In comparison
to these work, our current work 1) provides a more intuitive
definition of risk states, 2) studies concrete clustering-based
intrusion detection algorithms instead of hypothetical ones, and
3) provides alternative definitions of the players’ payoffs, one
of which is based on the financial risk measure of “conditional
value-at-risk”.

III. AUTOMATIC GENERATION CONTROL IN POWER GRID

The most critical aspect of a power system is stability, and
one of the most important parameters to stabilize is frequency.
This is because the frequency of a power system rises/falls with
decreased/increased loading. Failure to stabilize frequency
may lead to damage to equipment (utility’s or end users’),
harm to human safety, reduction of or interruption to electricity
supply. Violation of frequency stability criteria is one of the
main reasons for numerous power blackouts [25]. Less tangible
secondary impacts, including loss of data or information and
damage to reputation, are equally undesirable.
The frequency control system operates at three levels. Pri-

mary frequency control takes the form of a turbine governor’s
speed regulator, a proportional controller of gain , where
is the droop characteristic (drop in speed or frequency when

combined machines of an area change from no load to full load).
Secondary frequency control is for correcting the steady-state
error residue left by the proportional controller, and may take
the form of an integral controller; in which case, primary and
secondary frequency control form a parallel proportional-inte-
gral controller, capable of driving frequency deviations to zero
whenever a step-load perturbation is applied to the system. Ter-
tiary frequency control is supervisory control based on offline
optimizations for ensuring adequate spinning reserve for pri-
mary control, and optimal dispatch of units participating in sec-
ondary control. While primary and secondary control respond
in seconds and tens of seconds respectively, tertiary control is
usually manually activated minutes after secondary control. Our
study concerns only the dynamics of frequency control, and
hence does not consider tertiary control.
In an interconnected system with two or more control areas,

in addition to frequency, the generation within each area must
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Fig. 1. Simulink representation and simulation parameters for a two-area AGC system model based on Bevrani’s [25, Fig. 2.10 and Table 2.2]. The top area is
labeled area 1. The demand time series demand1 and demand2 are the demand profiles of Victoria on June 4–5, 2012 and of South Australia on June 7–8, 2012,
respectively, provided by the Australian Energy Market Operator. Nominal frequency = 60 Hz.

also be controlled to maintain scheduled power interchanges
over tie lines (inter-area transmission lines). The control of
both frequency and generation is called load-frequency control.
Within each area, each generation unit has primary control,
while secondary control is centralized. Together, decentralized
primary control and centralized secondary control achieve the
purpose of load-frequency control. Automatic generation
control (AGC) is load-frequency control with the additional
objective of economic dispatch (distributing the required
change in generation among units to minimize costs) [26],
[27]. However, AGC is sometimes referred to as automated
(versus manual) load-frequency control [28], or even the entire
frequency control system itself [29]. AGC is an indispensable
part of the “central nervous system” of a power grid called
the energy management system (EMS), and possibly the
only automatic closed loop between the IT and power system
of a control area [9]; because of this, it is subject to attacks
propagated through the IT system. A detailed threat model is
given in Section V.
When system frequency deviates from the nominal frequency

(60Hz for the Americas, 50 Hz formost other parts of the world)
by a certain threshold, overfrequency and underfrequency pro-
tection relays execute tripping logic defined by a protection plan
that varies from operator to operator. Assuming a nominal fre-
quency of 60 Hz, overfrequency relays start tripping thermal
plants when frequency rise exceeds 1.5 Hz [29], [30], but these
relays are usually set to tolerate deviations due to post-fault tran-
sients for short periods of time. Underfrequency relays perform
underfrequency load shedding (UFLS), which is the sole con-
cern of our study because it results in directly measurable rev-
enue loss. For our study, we adopt Mullen’s UFLS scheme [31].
The gist of the scheme is, when the system frequency drops by
more than 0.35 Hz below the nominal frequency, to shed this
much load:

where is the change in generator’s mechanical power,
is the change in generator’s electrical power, and is the

droop characteristic. Our goal is to model and quantify the risks
posed by an attacker who aims to inflict revenue loss on the

electricity provider by injecting false data to the automatic gen-
eration controller in the hope of triggering load shedding.
For this work, we use the two-area AGC system model and

associated simulation parameters in Fig. 1. The automatic gener-
ation controller is an integral controller of gain . AGC de-
sign is an established discipline with designs dating back to the
1950s; a simple integral controller seems to be a logical starting
point. The UFLS relay in each area decides on the necessity to
shed load, and the amount of load to shed if necessary, using
Mullen’s algorithm [31]. Once the system frequency has stabi-
lized for at least 30 s, the UFLS relays reconnect the shed loads
in the reverse order they were shed.
In this sample configuration, the maximum sheddable loads

are capped at 4 p.u. and 1 p.u. for the areas 1 and 2 respectively.
“p.u.” stands for “per unit” and is simply the ratio of an absolute
value in some unit to a base/reference value in the same unit.
The base load for both areas is taken to be 1000 MW.

IV. SECURITY GAME MODEL

We first explore formulating our cyber-security risk assess-
ment problem as a decision making problem, then show how
the problem entails game-theoretic treatment, and further show
how our security game model, based on the framework in [4],
can be applied.
Define the decision maker as the cyber-defense component

of the AGC of a multi-area power system. At each stage (time
point) , the decision maker takes an action , for which it re-
ceives a reward (positive for gain, negative for loss). In gen-
eral, the reward depends on the state of the power system.
Furthermore, the action may trigger the system to transition into
another state. Assuming the state transition is Markovian (mem-
oryless), then the decision making problem can be formulated
as a Markov decision process (MDP), defined by the 4-tuple

, where

• is the system’s state space;

• is the decision maker’s action
space;

• is the
state transition probability, for and ;
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• is the reward for triggering state transition
by action .

The decision maker’s objective is to maximize its cumulative
reward by deciding on the optimal policy , for all .
The effect of an attack manifests as a change to and
—this is equivalent to modeling attacks as the actions of an

“attacker” agent, that at every stage, takes an action from a set
of actions. In other words, the attacker comes into the picture as
another decision maker. While the theory of multiagent MDP
deals with cooperative agents [23], the theory of stochastic
games (equivalently, Markov games) is applicable here. A sto-
chastic game is a “competitive MDP” where the agents/players
execute their actions simultaneously to maximize their own
reward. We define a security game as a stochastic game with a
finite state space, and two players (attacker versus defender) that
choose their actions from their respective finite action space; or
more formally, as a 6-tuple , where

• is the system’s state space;

• is the attacker’s action space;

• is the defender’s action space;
• is the system’s state tran-
sition matrix corresponding to attack action and
defense action ;

• is the attacker’s expected
payoff for playing action against defense action

in in system state ;
• is the defender’s expected
payoff for playing action against attack action

in system state .
Let be the stage- probability distribution on the state
space :

then . The matrix entry
represents the probability of state transitioning to state
under attack action and defense action .
We associate a different level of risk with each state. In

this work, we define a risk state as a tuple , i.e.,
a tuple consisting of area 1’s frequency deviation and area 2’s
frequency deviation. Four risk states are defined by partitioning

:
• State : and ;
• State : and ;
• State : and ;
• State : and .

This definition follows the intuition that is the least underfre-
quency (least risky) state while is the most underfrequency
(most risky) state. Note that Hz is the threshold used in
the UFLS algorithm in Section III.
In the next two subsections, we define the attacker’s and de-

fender’s payoffs, and present the algorithm for determining the
optimal attack and defense strategies.

A. Attacker’s and Defender’s Payoffs

For each state , the attacker (defender) incurs a net gain
(net loss):

Above, the defender’s gain is taken to be zero, because no profit
is made by merely countering attacks. There are many ways to
model the remaining variables, namely the attacker’s gain, the
attacker’s cost and the defender’s loss, by making different as-
sumptions about the attacker and defender. For example, we can
assume the attacker to be a corporate adversary or a nation-state
attacker—either way, we need to make very specific assump-
tions about the nature of the attacker. Depending on the assump-
tions, the attacker’s net gain may be much larger, much smaller,
or close to the defender’s net loss. In this work, we assume the
attacker’s net gain to be close to the defender’s net loss, and
hence the security games to be zero-sum, i.e.,

By estimating the defender’s loss, which is more readily quan-
tifiable from a power system perspective, we essentially also
estimate the attacker’s net gain. Our zero-sum formulation is
a simplification that 1) is based on the loose principle: “what-
ever the defender loses the attacker gains”, 2) absolves us from
making very specific assumptions about the attacker, 3) guaran-
tees convergence, and 4) provides an accessible demonstration
of the utility of our security game framework.
The defender’s loss has multiple cost components, including

primarily 1) the cost of load shed, 2) the development and run-
time costs of the defense actions, and 3) the costs of false posi-
tives. We discuss each of these cost components below:
• Cost of load shed: In our previous work [15], this cost
component is taken to be the cost of the expected total
load shed in state under attack action and defense ac-
tion . The limitation of this formulation is that for loss
distributions that are heavy-tailed, as many empirical loss
distributions are [32], the expected value cannot capture
the severity of a rare event. In a heavy-tailed distribu-
tion, the loss probability decreases with the loss magni-
tude more slowly than an exponent, so although a suc-
cessful attack is a rare event, when it does happen, the loss
is usually far greater than the expected loss. In this work,
following Varaiya et al.’s proposal [33], we additionally
adopt the financial measure expected shortfall or CVaR
for estimating the defender’s loss. To explain CVaR, we
first define value-at-risk (VaR). VaR at significance level

( is typically small) is the minimum value
such that the probability that the loss exceeds is no larger
than [32]. Mathematically, for a loss with cumu-
lative distribution function (cdf) , the VaR at signif-
icance level is

(1)

where the last equality is only valid for smooth and con-
tinuous . CVaR at significance level is the ex-
pected loss when is exceeded [32]. Mathematically,
the CVaR at significance level is
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(2)

Formulae (1) and (2) are immediately calculable given the
loss distribution . In this work, the loss distribution
is given by the cdf of load shed.

• Development and runtime costs of defense actions: This
cost component should be negligible relative to the cost
of load shed, for the implementation of the actions to be
justified in the first place. Thus, this cost component is
ignored in our security game model.

• Cost of false positives: A false positive refers to the sce-
nario where a defense action—in the form of an intrusion
detection algorithm—misdiagnoses a harmless anomaly as
an attack. A positive diagnosis can lead to the replacement
of a piece of software or hardware or both, hence a high
false positive rate is clearly undesirable. Taking into ac-
count the cost of false positives in our security game model
ensures the trivial defense action that marks all system
input signals as malicious (thereby exhibiting a 100% false
positive rate in the absence of attacks) does not get chosen.
The expected cost of false positives is , where is
the cost of a false positive in the same unit as load shed,
and is the probability of getting a false positive. Note
that is a fixed cost and does not change with , so the
expected cost sufficiently reflects the impact of false posi-
tives.

Based on the discussion above, we provide two alternative def-
initions of :

(3)

(4)

Note both and depend on the actions and state.
Summarizing this subsection, .

represents the defender’s loss (attacker’s net gain) in
risk state by taking action against attack action . In game-
theoretic terms, given a stage- state of , the attacker and
defender play a zero-sum matrix game represented by .

B. Optimal Attack and Defense Strategies

The objective of a rational attacker (defender) is to maximize
(minimize) its expected cumulative payoff . For a game played
in a sufficiently long time, we can adopt the future-discounted
reward model [23] and write as

(5)

where , and
is the discount factor. The discount factor is a logical construct
for de-emphasizing the payoff at future stages (a smaller leads
to lower future payoffs).
As per game theory, the attacker’s strategy is defined as a

probability distribution on for a given state , i.e.,

is amixed strategywhen none of the entries of
is 1. When implementing a mixed strategy, for state , the
attacker adopts action at probability , for

. A pure strategy is where one and only one entry
of is 1, and the attacker always adopts the action cor-
responding to this entry for state . The defender’s strategy,

, is similarly defined. The (optimal) that min-
imizes depends on . For this “reference”
attack strategy to be meaningful, we adopt the notion of Nash
equilibrium, where the equilibrium attack strategy and equilib-
rium defense strategy are the best responses to each other. The
question is: are these equilibrium strategies stationary (same for
all )?
Fink [34] proved that any -player discounted

stochastic game has at least one Nash equilibrium in stationary
strategies. For two-player zero-sum discounted stochastic
games, Shapley [35] proved that there exists a unique Nash
equilibrium in stationary strategies. Hence there is no need to
compute a separate optimal attack/defense strategy for each
. Furthermore, the problem can be solved recursively using
dynamic programming to obtain the stationary optimal strategy
(solving a zero-sum matrix game at each stage) [23], [35]. At
stage , the optimal cost (the dependency of
and on is omitted for notational brevity) can be computed
iteratively using the dynamic programming recursion

(6)

for and a given initial condition . In (6), is the
element of that corresponds to . (6) converges to the
optimal as .
There are multiple ways to implement (6). The algorithm

called value iteration is prescribed here due to its scalability. To
describe the algorithm, we first split (6) into the two-part mutu-
ally recursive Bellman equations:

(7)

(8)

for . We can formulate (7) as a linear program:

(9)

The strategy computed from (9) is the minimax
strategy w.r.t. . The fixed points of equations (7) and (8),
and , lead to the optimal minimax solution for the defender.
By the Fundamental Theorem of Game Theory [36, Theorem
9.5.1], the optimal attack strategy can be ob-
tained by solving the dual of linear program (9). Pseudocode
for the value iteration algorithm, using (9) and (8) to find
and , can be found in [4, Algorithm 4.1].
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Fig. 2. Accessibility of a power system control center and substation from the
Internet. AGC is executed on one of the EMS servers. In our threat model, an
attacker can feed the AGC software with false frequency deviation data.

V. THREAT ANALYSIS

Fig. 2 shows the communication architecture involving a con-
trol center and a substation based on the international standard
IEC 61850 [18], [27]. Access to the control system in either
the control center or the substation is enabled through a virtual
private network (VPN). Some authors [17] equate the compro-
mise of an entire control center or substation to the successful
cracking of a VPN access password and the penetration of an
Internet-facing firewall (see Fig. 2). This strong attacker model
is not entirely unrealistic, however, our goal is to investigate
the strategy of an attacker that has successfully penetrated the
protected network but whose actions within the AGC system
are bounded by several resource constraints. We assume the fol-
lowing resource constraints:
• The attacker cannot directly trip generators, or transmis-
sion lines (by opening circuit breakers).

• The attacker cannot tamper with turbine governors.
• The attacker cannot tamper with UFLS relays. Some com-
mercial relays (e.g., SEL-387E) have an integrated fre-
quency meter, and are thereby not subject to false fre-
quency data injection attacks.

• The attacker cannot tamper with the EMS.
• The attacker can reduce but not block the input/output of
the EMS.

Without the above constraints, it is a trivial exercise for any at-
tacker that has successfully penetrated the protected network
to trigger cascading failures across the power grid. It is there-
fore conceivable that an energy provider would make protecting
its generators, circuit breakers, turbine governors, UFLS relays,
and EMS its foremost priority. Despite the above constraints, an
attacker can forge and send false frequency deviation data
to the AGC software executing on one of the EMS servers, by
compromising one of the meters in the substation (see Fig. 2).
In the spirit of stealthy attacks as embodied by Stuxnet, Duqu
and Flame, it is also conceivable that a persistent attacker would
adopt this subtle and stealthy strategy. Then, it is up to the AGC
software to detect such attacks.

A. Basic Attacks

It is impossible to exhaust all injection patterns, but there
are four basic patterns on which more sophisticated attacks are
based:
• Constant injection: If an attacker injects a constant false

, then it effectively disables the integral control loop,
causing the system frequency to converge to a non-nom-
inal frequency. If the false is positive, then the system

Fig. 3. An example of “overcompensation” attack, where the attacker substi-
tutes with as frequency input to the area-1 integral controller. As
long as the attack persists, neither generator tripping nor load shedding helps
stabilize the system.

Fig. 4. Negative compensation attack: for large enough (e.g., 1.2), the system
frequency .

will settle on a below-nominal frequency, causing loads to
be shed; otherwise, the systemwill settle on an above-nom-
inal frequency, causing generators to be tripped. Both cases
lead to cascading failures.

• Bias injection: When the false is a constant displace-
ment from the true , the effect is similar to that of con-
stant injection because normally the true .

• Overcompensation: If the false is times the true
, where is a large positive number, then the attack ef-

fectively causes overcompensation by the integral control
loop, and consequently unstable oscillations. As the system
frequency sweeps past the overfrequency and underfre-
quency thresholds, generators will be tripped and loads will
be shed, followed by cascading failures. Fig. 3 shows the
result of an attack using .

• Negative compensation: If the false is times the
true , where is a positive number, then the attack ef-
fectively reverses the intended effect of the integral con-
trol loop, causing the system frequency to diverge from the
nominal frequency (see Fig. 4). This attack directly triggers
generator tripping.

Once a generator is tripped, spinning reserve will be engaged to
fill the supply hole. If this fails, as the final measure, underfre-
quency relays will start shedding loads. In other words, attacks
that directly trigger generator tripping can also cause load shed-
ding. For our study, we concentrate only on the overcompen-
sation attack, as it inflicts maximal damage in terms of directly
triggering both generator tripping and load shedding.

B. Basic Defenses

Basic defences against the overcompensation attack include:
• Saturation filter: We can constrain the attack by limiting
the input to the integral controller to Hz
(i.e., passing the input through a saturation filter), because
at Hz, not only should all sheddable loads
have been shed, but also all generators would be tripped.
At Hz, all generators would be tripped [30].
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• Redundancy: Measurement redundancy is routinely pro-
visioned for critical grid parameters [37]. Multiple fre-
quency meters of different grades can be installed, so that
the likelihood of all meters being compromised is small
and the AGC software has a non-zero chance of getting
genuine frequency data.

• Detection: Saturation filtering and redundancy only limit
the effect of an attack, stopping an attack requires the at-
tack to be detected and the source be removed. A threshold-
based algorithm can be designed to observe the metric

or ; if the metric is
larger than a certain threshold, the system could be under
attack. Alternatively, a clustering-based algorithm can be
designed to count the number of clusters in the time se-
ries ; if more than one cluster are observed, the
system could be under attack because values tend to
cluster around 0 under normal circumstances. In general,
clustering is a more versatile approach than thresholding
for anomaly detection.

There are unlimited ways to improve upon the overcompen-
sation attack to counter the above defenses. Correspondingly,
there are unlimited ways to detect these improved attacks with
varying accuracy, and certainly there are more advanced con-
trollers that are less susceptible to these attacks. Nevertheless,
our interest is not on the design of attacks, defenses or the con-
troller, but on the modelling of system risk dynamics under the
actions of the attacker and defender for any given system.

VI. SIMULATION STUDY

The simulation workflow is to
1) first define the attack and defense actions;
2) simulate the effect of interactions between the attack ac-
tions and defense actions on an AGC system, to observe the
state transition matrix
and the game matrix ; and finally

3) feed the observed and to the value itera-
tion algorithm to solve (7) and (8) for the optimal defense
strategy .

To keep this simulation study numerically simple, we define
only two attack actions and two defense actions, although the
proposed framework can be applied to any finite number of ac-
tions of any specifications. Note that the optimal attack strategy

can be obtained by solving the dual of linear pro-
gram (9).
Attack actions: The chosen attack actions are:

attack at “half power”: corrupt half of the observed
samples;
attack at “full power”: corrupt all of the observed
samples.

The attack actions are predicated on the successful compromise
of the meter. We model the attacker to take 4 sessions and 8
sessions to compromise Meter 1 and Meter 2 respectively (“ses-
sion” is defined later). The corruption takes the following form:
the attacker sets a false to Hz if the true is nega-
tive, or 3.5 Hz if the true is positive. This implements the
overcompensation attack, and takes into account the saturation
filter in Section V.
Defense actions: The defender implements the saturation

filter and redundancy measure described in Section V. For

Fig. 5. Sample sessions in our attacker-defender interaction model.

redundancy, the defender reads consecutive samples alter-
nately from two frequency meters of different builds (one is
more secure than the other). consecutive samples from one
meter constitute one session (see Fig. 5). Upon collecting
samples, the defender runs a clustering-based algorithm on the
latest samples to detect intrusions. The clustering algorithm
used for this simulation study is Sledge et al.’s cluster count
extraction algorithm [38]. Sledge et al.’s algorithm consists of
a cross-correlation filter whose size determines the “fuzziness”
or “sharpness” of clusters and therefore influences the cluster
count. The following defense actions are defined:

set the filter size to (5 pixels if ), and
label the corresponding meter as malicious if at least
two clusters are found;
set the filter size to (8 pixels if ), and
label the corresponding meter as malicious if at least
two clusters are found.

These filter sizes are chosen because simulations indicate that a
filter size of less than is prone to false negatives whereas
a filter size of more than is prone to false positives.
Disinfection and load reconnection: If the detection result

of or is positive, the defender always disinfects the meter
(e.g., by refreshing its firmware, cryptographic keys and so on).
Disinfection is assumed to complete within one session (see
Fig. 5). After a meter is disinfected, the attacker will discover
it has lost control of the meter, and will start compromising the
meter again—we model the attacker to take 4 sessions and 8
sessions to compromise Meter 1 and Meter 2 respectively. Fur-
thermore, we also model the system to reconnect shed loads in
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TABLE I
COMPARING DEFENSE ACTIONS

the order they were shed, after some time there has not been any
load shedding event—we call this time the load reconnection
delay. It turns out the load reconnection delay plays a signifi-
cant role in the game outcome, as we will see later.
Obtaining : The AGC samples its input every few

seconds, and at each sampling point, the system is in one of the
four risk states . is readily obtained by
fixing attack action at , defense action at , and calculating the
probability of the system transitioning from state to state
by counting the number of transitions.
Obtaining : Based on (3) and (4), two cost components

need to be measured through simulations:
1) or : At every
time instant the system is in state under attack action
and defense action , the total amount of load shed in

areas 1 and 2, denoted , follows a cdf. Given
sufficient samples of , we can estimate the
pdf (for which we use kernel density estimation) and then
the cdf, which then allows us to calculate the CVaR of

through (2). is estimated
by taking the average of over time.

2) : Recall two frequency meters are used in the
system for redundancy, of which one is more secure and
presumably more costly than the other. We set

for Meter 1 and for Meter 2 (one
order of magnitude smaller than the expected cost of load
shed). Let be the number of time instants the system is
in state under attack action and defense action . Then,

is the fraction of where makes a diagnosis
and the diagnosis is a false positive.

For simulations, we use the two-area AGC system model and
associated simulation parameters in Fig. 1. We set ,
i.e., 20 samples are read from a meter in each session. Using
MATLAB/Simulink, each simulation is conducted for 200 vir-
tual minutes. Attacks are simulated to start at time 100 s. In prac-
tice, AGC signals are transmitted to the generating plant once
every 2 to 4 s [26], but knowing a faster sampling rate allevi-
ates the effects of attacks [15], we set the sampling rate of the
“Defender” and “Attacker” blocks to 1 Hz. The obtained and
are fed into Algorithm 2. The simulation results enable the

comparisons in the subsequent subsections.

A. Comparing Defense Actions

Table I compares ’s and ’s performance. Both and
have a 100% detection rate of and , but has a slightly
higher false positive rate. Due to the low false positive rates, the
cost of false positives has little impact on the game outcome in
this study.

B. Comparing Expectation and CVaR of Total Load Shed

The expected total load shed, , does not generally
reflect the -level CVaR of total load shed, .

Fig. 6. Expected total load shed and at 5%-level CVaR of total load shed cor-
responding to the risk states .
Load reconnection delay is set to 30 s.

As Fig. 6 shows for attack action and defense action , the
least risky state has the lowest expected total load shed but
the second highest CVaR of total load shed. This seemingly
counter-intuitive phenomenon is a result of underfrequency
load shedding: the largest portion of load shed is for returning
the system to the least risky state. Therefore, as subsequent
results will show, cost/risk quantification using different mea-
sures— versus —can lead to different
optimal strategies for the attacker and defender.

C. Comparing Optimal Strategies

Fig. 7(a)–(b) and Fig. 7(c)–(d) show the optimal strategies
when the load reconnection delay is set to 30 s:
• When is used for cost/risk quantification, the op-
timal attack and defense strategies are mostly mixed strate-
gies, which vary only slightly with different discount fac-
tors. In the limit, a pure defense strategy using only
should suffice. This result may seem surprising considering
and are similar, with having just a slightly higher

false positive rate (hence causing slightly more disinfec-
tions). However, it is the combination of a short load re-
connection delay and slightly more frequent disinfections
that accentuates the distinction between and . Later,
we will see that a long load reconnection delay suppresses
the distinction between and .

• When is used for cost/risk quantification,
the optimal attack and defense strategies turn out to be
and , respectively. This can be explained by the obser-
vation that , as a less aggressive attack, actually causes
more fluctuation in the observed and , and hence
longer tails in the loss distribution. Corresponding to ,
Table I suggests is the better strategy.

The defender can prioritize average or tail events by choosing
the appropriate cost/risk measure. Given the high costs of tail
events, the CVaR measure is potentially more favorable.
Fig. 8(a)–(b) and Fig. 8(c)–(d) show the optimal strategies

when the load reconnection delay is set to 60 s. When the
system is less aggressive on reconnecting shed loads, has a
similar effect as on the system, so it is not surprising that
Fig. 8(a)–(b) shows the optimal defense strategy is a 50%/50%
mixed strategy. Moreover, with a longer load reconnection
delay, there is less fluctuation on the load level, and the loss
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Fig. 7. Optimal attack and defense strategies when the game matrix is defined
using (sub-figures a, b), and (sub-figures c, d). Load
reconnection delay is set to 30 s.

Fig. 8. Optimal attack and defense strategies when the game matrix is defined
using (sub-figures a, b), and (sub-figures c, d). Load
reconnection delay is set to 60 s.

distribution gets smaller tails. Hence comparing Fig. 8(a)–(b)
with Fig. 8(c)–(d), we can see that using either or

as the cost measure gives us the same optimal
attack and defense strategies.
We conclude this section with a general remark. In theory,

there is an optimal strategy corresponding to each state. In prac-
tice, the optimal strategy may turn out to be the same for all
states, in which case, the attacker or defender can apply the same
strategy throughout the entire course of its attack or defense. For
example, in Fig. 7(a)–(b), / is approximately optimal for all
states, whereas in Fig. 7(c)–(d), is exactly optimal for all
states.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Risk assessment for power grids has been identified as a crit-
ical area by the public sector, industry and academia. However,
existing risk management standards such as ISO 31000:2009
are more about general principles and guidelines than concrete
mathematical techniques. In this work, we identify and assess
the risks faced by the critical power system component AGC.
Our discussion of potential attacks to AGC and countermea-
sures is based on an explicit security threat model. We propose
the use of the quantitative risk measure CVaR capturing the
probability and magnitude of security threats faced by the AGC
system due to false data injection attacks. Building upon the
risk analysis, wemodel attacker-defender interactions using sto-
chastic (Markov) security games to analyze the best defensive
actions under resource constraints. The developed framework
is illustrated with a detailed AGC model and simulation results.
As evident in the simulation results, different risk measures may
lead to different defense strategies, but the CVaR measure al-
lows a decision maker to prioritize high-loss tail events.

A. Future Directions

In zero-sum security games, by the definition of Nash equi-
librium, the attacker cannot increase its gain and thereby the
defender’s loss by unilaterally deviating from its equilibrium
strategy—this feature is however lost when security games are
formulated as general-sum games. Furthermore, in zero-sum
games, all Nash equilibria are Pareto-optimal (i.e., there is no
other game outcome that gives both players higher payoffs, or
give one player the same payoff but the other player a higher
payoff), but this feature is again missing in general-sum games.
To formulate a risk assessment framework based on gen-

eral-sum security games, we consider an attacker and a defender
that are rational (i.e., seeking convergence to a stationary
strategy that is a best response to their opponent’s strategy).
Although attackers often do not act rationally in real life partly
due to limitations on observations and available information,
security games are meant to provide organizations—“within
the boundaries of the models”—with rational guidelines for
defensive strategies and principles for algorithms that can also
be implemented in (semi)automated security systems. For risk
assessment, the optimal defense strategy is devised against
the optimal attack. In practice, a defense measure should be
implemented to adapt to attacks, based on guidelines provided
by the optimal defense strategy.
For general-sum games, a Nash equilibrium is not neces-

sarily Pareto-optimal and vice versa. Finding a Nash equilib-
rium of an -player general-sum finite game is al-
ready a PPAD-complete problem, let alone finding a Pareto-op-
timal equilibrium. Recognizing the difficulty of converging to
a Nash equilibrium, multiagent learning seeks alternative con-
vergence criteria, e.g., correlated equilibrium, Hannan consis-
tency, targeted optimality (best response against a specific class
of players) [23]. Efficient and scalable multiagent learning is
an ongoing challenge [39], for which domain-specific (power
system in our case) heuristics is likely necessary.
In summary, generalizing the current framework to model

general-sum attacker-defender interactions involves prescribing
a meaningful equilibrium with a lower complexity than Nash
equilibrium, and designing the corresponding multiagent
learning rules for efficient convergence to that equilibrium.
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